TO EVERYBODY CONCERNED

I was diagnosed with Breast Cancer during May 2018. The shock, the anxiety, the disbelief. Being scared was an understatement. It felt as if my whole world and life had inevitably come to an end.

I saw 6 different doctors. I had to weigh up all the different options. From registered oncologists, to alternative treatments done by naturalists, homeopathists, etc.

Lucky for me, I knew Dr Pretorius from Cancer SA for quite some time. The more I read about cancer and its undeniable LOVE for sugar – any form of sugar and carbs that turns into sugar once consumed, the more I got convinced that the conventional way of cancer treatment by oncologists were not for me. They can not be bothered whether you have hamburger and chips, cakes, sweets, cold drinks, pies, pasta (and so the list continues)

**There is an absolutely great alternative way to treat cancer** – the IPTLD treatment.

Read and google Cancer SA alternatively Dr Eugene Pretorius from Centurion.

For quite a couple of reasons, I did not have the courage to undergo the conventional chemotherapy treatment, amongst others, due to the billions of very nasty side effects, for one.

The IPTLD treatment by Dr Pretorius certainly is one of the most humane ways of undergoing treatment with the only real side effect being little to no nausea. Certainly, no vomiting no rashes nor mouth sores. You may experience some hair loss, but you won’t go completely bald nor would you loose patches of hair looking like some kind of weirdo. You most definitely will not look like the normal cancer patient. If people don’t know you are receiving treatment, they would never be able to guess it.
You can go about your normal daily routine. Live a perfectly normal life. There are no heaps and handfuls of harmful medication that you need to consume, only some natural products. Your diet, your mind, your exercise is of utmost importance.

You owe it to yourself to be able to have a choice. Your life. Don't allow oncologists to scare the living daylights out of you. Give yourself time to do the necessary research. There are much better ways than the old conventional way of allowing oncologists to kill/poison you.

Conventional cancer treatment consists of: chemotherapy, radiation and surgery. That is the only language that oncologists know and understand. Alternative treatments are referred to as “bullshit” or a money-making racket. If I got stuck with the very first oncologist I saw – I would have already been without a breast. Secondly, according to her it was an emergency. I had to decide within 24 hours what I wanted to do – mastectomy or lumpectomy after which full blown chemo would have followed and possibly radiation.

I started off with a tumour of 4.1cm x 1.6cm in my right breast together with a lymph node under the right arm which was also affected. After the latest PET/CT scan which was done on 7 February 2019 the primary tumour could not clearly be seen and no axillary lymphadenopathy could be seen.

I received a clean bill of health, for which I am extremely grateful to the Lord and to Dr Pretorius.

I do recommend Dr Pretorius’ alternative treatment unconditionally.
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